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In other people’s eyes, this was a battle between immortals. Disputes came from the two 

giants of Rong City. The Lu family was difficult to manage, and also the Ning family 

members was additionally difficult to take care of. 

Ning Xingpeng provided Ning Yu a punch, which was possibly a method. After criticizing 

Ning Yu, he examined Lu Hongguang in a greater setting. 

Other individuals admired this approach, which was utilized to regulate themselves initially 

and afterwards to manage other individuals, in their hearts. Just people like Ning Xingpeng 

would develop this approach, right? 

Nonetheless, when they discovered that Ning Xingpeng was walking toward Samuel, not Lu 

Hongguang, they began to murmur in their hearts. 

” Is he going to show the boy a lesson first and after that blame Lu Hongguang?” 

” Ning Xingpeng should have to be an individual that is efficient unscrupulous and also 

playing tricks. I really can’t determine his thoughts.” 

 

” If you can determine his ideas, will he still have such a condition currently?” 

” Ning Xingpeng’s capability to develop the Ning Family to such a high degree is not 

without factor. Perhaps Lu Hongguang will certainly have to say sorry to him today.” 

Just as every person was thinking, Ning Xingpeng had already walked up to Samuel, but his 

performance was not as responsible as others believed. Instead, he curved down as well as 

lowered his head. 

 

” Young Master Hannigan, it’s my boy’s mistake. I say sorry on his behalf,” Ning Xingpeng 

said. 

This activity instantly triggered outcry in the venue! 



Rather than asking this boy, Ning Xingpeng said sorry to him. What was going on? 

Individually, all individuals existing scrubed their eyes, believing that the important things 

before them was an illusion, however no matter how soft it was, it can not change the fact 

that something had occurred. 

Ning Xingpeng did apologize with his head bowed! 

” What … what’s going on?” 

” Ning Xingpeng apologized! I’ve never become aware of this before. Is he out of his mind?” 

” You people, have not you seen that Ning Xingpeng hesitates of this young man?” 

” Who on earth is he? To be able to become a VIP of Lu Hongguang, exactly how can he 

frighten Ning Xingpeng? Is there such a fierce person in Rong City?” 

Numerous gasps of shock and also whispers rang out in the crowd. Apart from shock, they 

were even more interested Samuel’s identification. 

Both titans seemed to be inferior to him. This type of status was beyond their imagination. 

“The other day, your son asked me to kneel down and ask forgiveness. For your sake, I really 

did not suggest with him. I really did not anticipate that he would certainly pertain to me 

today. You don’t recognize just how to raise individuals. Do you want me to show you?” 

Samuel asked faintly. 

Ning Xingpeng’s scalp was numb. Did this beast prompt Samuel yesterday? Considering 

that he had currently provided him an opportunity, why did he want to shoot him? 

“Mr. Hannigan, I fell short to discipline him well. Please provide me a chance. I will make him 

repent.” Ning Xingpeng said. 

Ning Yu was stunned. He had actually never ever seen Ning Xingpeng be so simple. Exactly 

how could this young man deserve his daddy’s apology? 

Why do you apologize to him? Ning Yu walked to Ning Xingpeng as well as said 

unconvinced. 



In Rong City, the Ning Family members had an extraordinary standing as well as can afford 

to annoy any individual. From childhood years to the adult years, Ning Yu had never 

restrained his conceit. When he remained in college, he had the courage to hurry into the 

principal’s workplace as well as beat up the headmaster. 

Afterwards, he was secure. Instead, the headmaster retired early, which proved the stamina 

of the Ning Household and also made Ning Yu a growing number of comprehend that he 

might not take any person seriously. An abundant 2nd generation from one more city was 

simply a nonentity. 

Listening to Ning Yu’s words, Ning Xingpeng was so angry that his lungs were about to take 

off. He was looking for a method to resolve this issue, however Ning Yu made it worse. 

With all his stamina, he might not be a match for the boy in front of him. 

 


